
Protocols for International events 

Hosting or attending 

2013 

 

Teams representing SA 

 

1. Comply with relevant section documented selection process as provided to 

AeCSA and updated as they may change. 

2. Selection policies must comply with SRSA National requirements and FAI 

requirements.  

3. Comply with SASCOC’s requirements and team dress codes. 

4. Provide AeCSA with all relevant documentation. 

5. AeCSA provides letter of confirmation of team. 

6. Team manager ensure all team members have current relevant aviation licenses 

and FAI sporting licenses. 

7. AeCSA completes SASCOC colours application. 

8. AeCSA notifies SASCOC whom notify SRSA of the team going to represent  

SA. 

9. Team send in report of event and results to AeCSA within 20 days of return to 

SA. 

10. AeCSA notifies SASCOC and SRSA of results. 

11. AeCSA sends in completion report generated from section team that represented 

SA. 

 

Protocol for hosting international events in SA as defined in FAI regulations  

 

Notify AeCSA on a yearly basis which events the section intends to host and especially 

international competition. 

 

1. Notify AeCSA of said event in writing by official letter 360 days before event. 

2. Notify RAASA of Event for airspace approval purposes with minimum of 150 

days notice. 

3. Complete and submit SASCOC and SRSA requirements.  

4. Complete and submit RAASA requirements as per their required timings. 

5. AeCSA shall check submission for completion and feasibility. 

6. AeCSA shall check if SA sporting codes and FAI sporting codes are to be 

adhered to by organiser and host of competition event. 

7. AeCSA shall prepare letters to FAI and notify SASCOC and SRSA of the event 

and that from a FAI NAC member perspective and NF perspective all is in order. 



8. Letters will only be sent once required documents are received and have been 

accessed and if certain requirements/ documents are not submitted will have 

satisfied themselves based on the mitigation evidence provided that the 

application can be approved.  

9. Sections shall check and confirm that all competitors/teams have current 

aviation licenses from their respective countries and FAI sporting licenses as 

may be required if an FAI event.  

10. Sections shall provide a comprehensive report on completion of the event 

complete with photos and submitted results.  

 

National events. 

 

1. Sections must provide AeCSA with notification of yearly national events at the 

beginning of each calendar year and must be received by AeCSA before the end 

of January in the year of the competitions or nationals envisaged. 

2. Sections must ensure these competitions are documented and displayed on the 

AeCSA Google calendar through liaison with AeCSA. 

3. Sections must ensure notification to  RAASA and get relevant airspace 

clearances. 

4. Sections must submit reports from National events complete with photos and 

results. 

 

Individual International representation 

 

1. Sections shall check and confirm that individuals have a current applicable 

aviation license. 

2. If an individual is to compete in an FAI categorised competition, the section 

shall confirm that the individual has an FAI sporting licences issued by AeCSA. 

3. It would be preferred if a report on success and results could be provided to 

AeCSA on completion of event but this is not mandatory. 

 


